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the warriors that Hugo brought to attack our pack. Miguel would 
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the elders from the Blood Moon Temple were still here. So far none of them wanted to attack or 

overthrow 

wait for this to be completely over with. I saw the man start to sniff the air 

turned to me and smiled. That is Andrew. He is the head warrior 

would be harsh if he was found guilty of anything. That would hurt his mate, whoever they are. 

happening in front of us. Miguel had already alpha commanded him to 

are looking for?” Miguel says with a raised eyebrow. It was a 

my king, but l believe that my mate 

all the other questions that he has asked over a 

lifted his alpha command. Someone dropped from the second floor balcony and 

top of him. Iris and Esme started to laugh as I sat 

and the elders all had kind smiles on their faces. “It seems boldness runs 

my arms around her tighter and looked up at my sister. She finally let her mate 

as happy as a child in a candy store. I could 

the NightShade pack and Norma as the first witch luna in our kingdom. Since there were no 

former 

pack would be a much nicer place. Not only for those that live 
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One month later… 

Iris’s 
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with my hair, and Diamond is doing my makeup. “Leave it to you to choose 
something like 

what she was doing and she would have to clean and redo it again. “I think it 
is 

Otherwise, my wedding would be to stuffy and formal for my liking, I felt all 
their hands leave my hair and 

into my hair. “Wow, you three made me look like a real life fairytale princess.” I 
told 

am not walking all the way in these damn shoes. I can handle the dress and 
makeup just fine, but the 

got our mate to wear. I told Violet in my head. She gave a wolfish laugh. ‘I 

Alejandro’s 

snickering behind me. I turned to glare at my best friend and the others. 

wanted to visit with Kit, the mother that raised her. We are using the statue 
that 

way, Iris and I both agreed that our wedding would be a small 

worst than bridezillas when planning this whole 

to Jorge when 

be on. They wanted me to also get a hair cut since I had let my hair grow out 

stand in front of everyone and talk. I 

wasn’t one 



blank as I thought 

she would get so shy when 

get smacked in the back of the head. I 

s**L 

the daydreaming for later when you are on your honeymoon with your 

said with a kind smile. I stood up next to him with Miguel and 

song I smile at him as we all watch him carry the rings down the pathway we 

by his new dad. I think it is so cute 

give me a huge smiles before moving to their spots on the bride’s side. 

voice singing the song for her to walk to me to. I fell 

how you can 

a word, you 

I may, 

hear when you 

your face lets 

truth in your 

your hand says 

it best, when 

me. She was standing there looking like a goddess in her 

long, I can 

you hold me 

they may, 



said between 

your face lets 

truth in your 

your hand says 

it best when 

the greatest gift and blessing I needed in my life. My love for her 

lets me know that you need 

your hand says 

it best when 

it best, when 

my uncle handed her over to me. “You better 

make her the happiest woman 

as we said our vows. Everyone cheered as I grabbed my wife 

precious princess. I cooed to her through our private mind link. She smiled 

before I picked up my new wife 
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